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OVERVIEW
Series Title: Correspondence.
Quantity: 0.4 cubic feet (9 folders in partial box).
Location: 154.I.9.3B

SCOPE AND CONTENTS

The legislative correspondence (1987-1989; 4 folders) is mainly letters between the commission's executive director and various legislators concerning sports legislation or sports events/facilities in their districts. There are also scattered letters concerning legislation with non-legislative correspondents.

The "blue slip" letters (1987-1989; 5 folders) are copies of correspondence written by commission staff on behalf of the governor. Often thank-you letters for hosted or sponsored sports events, letters requesting help with an event or legislation, or replies to invitations or requests for information best answered by the commission's staff.

ARRANGEMENT

Divided into two series: legislative correspondence and governor's "blue slip" letters.

INDEX TERMS

This collection is indexed under the following headings in the catalog of the Minnesota Historical Society. Researchers desiring materials about related topics, persons or places should search the catalog using these headings.

Topics:
Sports and state--Minnesota.
Sports facilities--Minnesota.
Sports--Law and legislation--Minnesota.
Sports sponsorship--Minnesota.
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